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QUESTION 1

Marketing department at Universal container is migrating from legacy campaign and email management system 2
salesforce want to ensure that its communication material is migrated as well. What should consultant recommend to
migrate the marketing departments email templates? 

A. Manually recreate the email and mail merge templates in salesforce 

B. Enable Email to salesforce before sending email templates to salesforce 

C. Create an email template change set or use the Force.com IDE 

D. Enable Email-to-case and use Import Wizard. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Kicks\\' (CK) high value opportunities are becoming delayed in the approval process because sales manager\\'s
approval requests go unnoticed for various reasons. CK wants to streamline the approval process and give sales
managers more ways to approve opportunities in a timely manner. Which two strategies should the consultant
recommend to improve the approval process? Choose 2 answers 

A. Create a dashboard of pending approvals and add it to the Chatter feed. 

B. Enable approvals by email for the approval process for high-value opportunities. 

C. Enable one-d.ck approval from report results that returns high value opportunity 

D. Allow managers to approve or reject request via the Approval Requests tab. 

E. Create a Process Builder to automatically approve high-value opportunities. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Customizable Forecasting must be enabled by salesforce.com support. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which best describes the Salesforce Automation feature "Workflow/Approvals" ? 
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A. Ensures that we are tracking our progress towards the desired states. 

B. Enforces the business process. 

C. Identifies key stakeholders from the buy side. 

D. Makes sure we recognize those involved in the sales process. 

E. Allows to better automate the sales methodology. 

F. Determines the sales stages of an organization 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers wants to implement best practices for its customer support teams and has decided to follow a
Knowledge Centered Support (KCS) methodology. Which two benefits can be expected from KCS adoption? Choose 2
answers 

A. A knowledge article life cycle that is implemented correctly the first time and does not need to change 

B. A knowledge article life cycle that evolves based on usage and demand 

C. Reduced issue resolution time 

D. Reduced first contact resolution 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

UC wants to give access to Salesforce to its sales reps on the road, even when they are in areas not covered by
internet reception. What solution should a consultant propose? 

A. Salesforce Touch 

B. Salesforce Classic 

C. Salesforcel app 

D. Custom hybrid app 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal containers has 1 price book with US dollars and Canadian dollars currency amounts for all products.
Salesperson, when adding products to opportunity, only see CAD. What\\'s wrong? 

A. Sales reps selected wrong price book 
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B. Advanced currency management not enabled for CAD 

C. Muli-currency disabled for org 

D. Opportunity currency setup as CAD (not sure about this) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers wants to provide its resellers a secure portal where they can manage their customer accounts,
submit and track the status of their cases, and view reports and dashboards. 

Which solution should a consultant recommend? 

A. Employee Community 

B. Partner Community 

C. Reseller Community 

D. Customer Community 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers is trying to reduce the amount of time support agents spend creating cases. The new method for
case creation must allow for 4000-5000 new cases a day, as well as the attachment of documents under 25 MB by the
customer. 

Which method should the Consultant suggest? 

A. Omni-Channel routing 

B. Standard Email-to-Case 

C. Web-to-Case forms 

D. On-Demand Email-to-Case 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A sales representative at Universal Containers who recently lost a sales deal to a competitor has set the opportunity
stage to closed/lost. What impact will this have on the opportunity in the forecast? 

A. It will be associated with the closed forecast category and it contributes to the forecast. 

B. It will be associated with the omitted forecast category and sales management must override to exclude it from the
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forecast. 

C. It will be associated with the lost forecast category and only sales managers will be able to view it in the forecast. 

D. It will be associated with the omitted forecast category and does NOT contribute to the forecast. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Northern Trail Outfitters has its sales support team enter new prospecting leads for sales representatives. Which three
actions should be implemented to enforce data quality and accuracy once the new lead has been qualified and the
opportunity has been created to track the deal? Choose 3 answers 

A. Enable the lead conversion permission 

B. Map custom fields to corresponding opportunity fields 

C. Enable validation rules on the opportunity 

D. Create an Apex trigger to perform data quality checks. 

E. Enable validation rules on the lead 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers wants to implement a new web presence to support its customers. It has provided the following
requirements: 

Ability for visitors to search Knowledge articles without registering or logging in Ability for over one million registered
customers to securely submit cases and view the status of those cases Ability to display white papers to registered
customers Ability for registered customers to save favorite Knowledge articles for easy access later What should the
consultant recommend as part of the solution? 

A. Implement Partner Communities with Knowledge. 

B. Implement Customer Communities with Content. 

C. Implement Employee Communities with Content. 

D. Implement Customer Communities with Knowledge. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Which pair of reports is best associated with the business driver "Improve Sales Rep productivity"? 

A. "# of Face-to-Face Meetings" and "# of Deals Won, Lost, and In-Progress" 
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B. "Stage Duration Age" and "Forecast by Sales Rep" 

C. "Closed Opportunities by Lead Source" and "Reasons for Lead Disqualification" 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Forecast Category "Closed" can be summarized as: 

A. Closed 

B. Closed + Commit 

C. Closed + Commit + Best Case 

D. Commit + Best Case + Pipeline 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

A contact center manager wants to measure improvements to operations after the implementation of a new workforce
management system. 

Which two metrics can be used to assess the success of the new workforce management system? Choose 2 answers 

A. Number of calls offered 

B. Agent utilization 

C. Quality monitoring score 

D. Schedule adherence 

Correct Answer: BD 
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